PAPERWORKS
Paper Arts Gippsland east

What can you

make with

paper
and other

materials

lying
around?
That you have

Chris Matthews Everything used can be used again (detail)

Paperworks by PAGE explores the
endlessly fascinating world of making art
with paper, an art with a long and
inventive history combining a variety of
media with a centuries old connection
through books and words. PAGE
members delight in the challenge of
interpreting and creating from a welter of
ideas and forms which come together
under the banner of paper.

Chris Matthews Everything used can be used again (detail)
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Make an Artist’s Book inspired by Chris and Marg’s beautiful art
pieces in the PAGE exhibition

Step 1

Step 2

Gather your materials
What do you have lying around the house?

Make a book cover using card, scrap paper or
any material you can find around the house.
Here’s a few ideas;
Glue or sew
pages to the cover

Single Fold

Concertina

seperate
front & back

or just start
with one piece!

Marg Crocker Title (detail)

Everything used can be used again
'In this exhibition the main theme is Recycling. It encourages us to look differently at what we have lying around and
to think about what we could do with it. It’s about being innovative with what you find in your pantry, maybe your
rubbish and of course, that little box of ‘bits and pieces’ that we’re not sure if we may ever use again. In my main
exhibition piece, called “Everything Used Can Be Used Again”, I’ve stuck to the theme and have made the ‘books’
from many pre-used (or pre-loved) items. I used the ring pull tops from a can and made the signatures by squashing
these cans. I’ve also glued together the closure tops from bread packaging (what else can you do with them?) I’ve
used walnut shells to book-end a quote; a paddle pop stick book; tea bag books (one with the tea still in the bag, the
other with the tea cleared out) and a set of coasters drilled and joined together. These are just the ideas I came up
with. I’m sure there are lots more!'
- Chris Matthews, PAGE Artist

Step 3

Start adding to your Artist’s Book! What creative ways can you come up with to join materials to your book like pages?
Here’s some ideas…

TRY THIS!
Fold a slightly smaller piece of paper or
other material and tie to your cover using
string/wool/thread

Punch some holes into the cover and attach
some materials in any way you can!

Don’t
forget your
stash of
bits & bobs!
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Try sewing single pages of materials to
your book cover

Bin ties!

Rubber bands
from veggies!

start simple

AND THIS!
Use a stapler to attach pages or other
materials to your book cover

Add materials to the cover of your book by
glueing, stapling, sticky taping, sewing or….?

Got some
old buttons
lying
around?

t
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Here’s some more ideas!

don’t forget your bits & bobs!

Use your Artist’s Book as a handy
sketchbook or paste in your favourite
photos or cut-outs from magazines

Try attaching other materials
like old photographs and hang
your book like a mobile

Add front and back
hard covers to a
concertina book &
add your bits & bobs
to the pages and
covers

Who said books
had to be square!
Make a round
book by cutting
the corners
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SHARE
YOUR
CREATIONS!
#creativeathome

Email:
learning@eastgippslandartgallery.org.au

make a slideshow
1:1 ratio for IG/FB
if time
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